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R. Bruce Kellogg was an excellent mathematician who worked significantly in PDE’s (both theoret-
ical and in the modeling of real phenomena), but, like many mathematicians, was drawn deeply into
matrix analysis by his initial interest. Like other serious contributors, he did mathematics because he
enjoyed being seduced by the never ending mysteries, not employment or other artificial stimuli.
Brucewas born in Chicago in 1930 and recently died (April 30, 2012) in Landrum, S.C. where his res-
idencewas since retirement from the University ofMaryland (College Park). He received his bachelor’s
degree fromMIT and his Ph.D. (mathematics) from the University of Chicago in 1958. Prior to coming
to Maryland, Bruce worked for Westinghouse, and while at Maryland, he had visiting appointments
at Gutenberg and Pavia, among others. At Maryland, his primary appointment was in the Institute for
Physical Science and Technology (earlier called the Institute for Fluid Dynamics and Applied Math-
ematics), and during retirement he was an adjunct professor at South Carolina, as well as professor
emeritus at Maryland. He avidly carried on his work and had several projects in progress at the end, as
can be seen from his web site. He very much enjoyed collaboration and had worked with co-authors
around the world. He was an eager hiker and enjoyed traveling, especially to Italy. He died in Landrum
from a fast growing brain tumor that was only noticed late last year. He is survived by his second wife,
Mary Jo, 3 of his 4 children and 2 stepchildren.
Bruce has a number of intellectual credits. He did groundbreaking work on modeling the human
kidney as part of an effort to model human physiology, coordinated by NIH. He is also known for a
number of theoretical advances dealing with PDE’s, especially ones involving singularities. His work
in matrix analysis included 3 major strains:
(1) Work on the nonnegative inverse eigenvalue problem [LAA 4 (1971) 191–204];
(2) generalization of the Dmitriev, Dynkin, Karpelevichwork on single eigenvalues of a nonnegative
matrix by taking the length of the longest simple cycle of the graph into account [a series of
papers partly joint with Brooke Stephens and this author, including LAA 20 (1978) 179–187];
and
(3) then novel wedge restrictions on the eigenvalues of P-matrices [Numerische Mathematik 19
(1972) 170–175].
Altogether, Bruce published 100 papers, with more likely to come.
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This author was privileged to have Bruce as a friend since his arrival at the Institute at Maryland
in 1974. Perhaps we were fated to be friends by our common initial associated with the same unused
name! (The only other time I encountered it was my grandfather.) And just last year we had the
opportunity to spend several days working together (nonnegative matrices, of course) with common
friend, former student, and host, Christos Xenophontos, in Cyprus. Bruce was vigorous, energetic and
eager to work and visit the home of a favorite author on the island.
